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DIGITALTRANSFORMATION
FROM ENTISYS360

The disruptive nature of digital transformation is reshaping 
industries all around us. Think about the way Airbnb has changed 
the way we book hotel rooms, how Uber has altered the way 
that we hail a taxi service, or how Netflix is transforming the 
way we consume media. All of these disruptive market entrants 
revolutionized their industries and ultimately provided better 
products and services for the customer.

At Entisys360, we define Digital Transformation as the integration 
of digital technologies and processes into all areas of an 
organization with the primary goals being to drive fundamental 
changes in the way the business operates and to increase the 
organization’s value to customers so that they can better compete 
within their respective markets.

CORE PRACTICE AREAS
Entisys360’s Digital Transformation Practice encompasses three 
areas: DevOps, IT-as-a- Service (ITaaS) and Big Data and Analytics.

DEVOPS
DevOps, which can generally be defined as the collaboration of 
development and operations teams throughout the software 
lifecycle, is a very broad process that requires multiple solutions 
and areas of expertise. Some of the disciplines that comprise 
Entisys360’s DevOps offerings within the Digital Transformation 
Practice include:

• Micro-experimentation
• SDLC optimization
• QA automation
• Microservices design
• Code refactoring

ITAAS
ITaaS is typically a prerequisite to a successful DevOps initiative. 
ITaaS focuses on the ability of IT operations to deliver specific 
services to the business in a methodical, predictable and efficient 
manner. Within this discipline, Entisys360’s Digital Transformation 
Practice focuses primarily on the following:

• Cloud design and patterns
• Service delivery
• Application blueprinting
• Cloud consumption models
• Hybrid cloud architecture
• IT automation
• Cloud security models

BIG DATA AND ANALYTICS
Big data is a term commonly used to describe the ability to 
capture, store, format, manipulate and analyze large amounts of 
data that are so massive they exceed the capability of traditional 
data processing systems. Entisys360’s big data offerings within its 
Digital Transformation Practice are:

• Modern data lake architectures

• Digital business platforms

• Enterprise data strategy

• Real time decision making

At Entisys360, digital transformation is about helping IT organizations provide a better experience for their end-
users, while at the same time fulfilling a long-held dream of making IT a competitive differentiator. Organizations 
looking to achieve these objectives can contact Entisys360 directly at DigitalTransformation@entisys360.com, or 

they can also visit our website at www.entisys360.com for more information on our services.
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As a trusted advisor in the deployment of advanced 
infrastructure, virtualization and cloud solutions, 
we have a proven track record built on decades of 
virtualization and cloud computing expertise.

Our broad expertise and collective team member 
knowledge provides our clients with a wide range 
of skillsets.

Our talented team is committed to expertly helping 
our clients better align their technology initiatives 
with their business goals. We provide them with the 
guidance they need to select and integrate best-of-
breed digital technologies within their businesses. 

Access to a qualified resource recruiting network 
that provides the flexibility to expand and customize 
the scope of our services to address additional 
requirements and IT disciplines that align with our 
core areas of expertise including data center, storage, 
server and network infrastructure, and 
systems management.

Our high retention rate – some of our employees have 
been with Entisys360 since the company was founded 
in 1988.

Elevated vendor support resources due to the 
following distinctions we hold—Citrix Platinum 
Partner; Cisco Premier Partner; VMware Premier 
Partner; NetApp Platinum Partner; Microsoft Gold 
Partner; and, HPE Elite Partner.
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